The UCGIS GIS&T Body of Knowledge (2023 edition) can be accessed via an ordered list of its topics or a dynamic map (a knowledge graph) that illustrates its relationships.
All individual Topics are organized within 10 coded Knowledge Areas and Units.
AM = Analytics and Modeling
CP = Computing Platforms
CV = Cartography & Visualization
DA = Domain Applications
DC = Data Capture
DM = Data Management
FC = Foundational Concepts
GS = GIS&T and Society
KE = Knowledge Economy
PD = Programming & Development

Responsive searching facilitates discovery.

The codes indicate the hierarchical level positions within the BoK. Units are used for organizational purposes only and currently contain no descriptive text.

The dynamic movement of the map can be paused.

The map can be closed, XX, filtered, or refreshed.
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Topics can be viewed and selected via the dynamic knowledge graph as well.

Tags are keywords linked across Topics

The DOI is linked to the Topic in the Visualization platform.

Definitions currently within an individual Topics are being migrated into a glossary linking terms across all Topics.